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TOWER CRANES

Under the PPVC
Prefabricated pre-finished volumetric construction (PPVC) is
a game-changing construction technology. It relies on tower
cranes, usually large ones. HEINZ-GERT KESSEL, ICST special
correspondent, reports

P

refabrication is a broad category
that refers to a construction process
where building elements are
constructed off-site and then shipped to the
construction site for installation. Generally,
prefabrication can be categorised as either
two-dimensional building panels (2D), like
walls, floor systems, or three-dimensional
modules (3D). This is where an entire unit of a
building is constructed off-site.
Fully fitted out modular units require the
least amount of on-site construction time as
all plumbing, electrical, internal finishes and
fixtures have typically already been installed
at the factory. This PPVC (prefabricated prefinished volumetric construction) method
increases productivity and sustainability
of modularisation to its highest level in
comparison to traditional on-site construction
methods.
1. Savings in construction time: The most
obvious benefit is saving construction
time. Site establishment, earth work and
foundations can all be in progress on site at
the same time as modules are fabricated
in the factory off site. A six-storey hotel, for
example, can be built on the factory floor

Module size must cope with
construction site access
restrictions

in three months and assembled in only 20
days on site. This time saved has financial
benefit, as there is a faster return on equity
as rental revenue.
2. Quality assurance: No weather-related
delays affect factory-based module
construction. Assembly line production and
robots can raise building construction into
today’s industry standard of productivity.
3. Safety: More offsite construction means
Module delivery at night
to reduce the impact on
city traffic
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fewer hours working at height.
4. Traffic reduction: Modular construction
can reduce the number of site deliveries
by 90 percent and decreases the average
travel distance of workers to the site by
75 %.
5. Overcome recruiting problems: 80 %
of the traditional labour activity can be
moved offsite to the module manufacturing
facility. For this workforce the daily
commute remains unchanged from
project to project while the few experts to
fix the modules on site can be offered an
attractive skilled job.
6. Reducing noise, dust and carbon dioxide
pollution on site: The construction phase
on site is reduced as is the amount of
heavy equipment. Electric tower cranes for
module placement minimise the noise and
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Left: Concrete module placement using a
Comansa LC21LC1050 in double trolley, heavy
lift configuration, for fast track apartment
construction in Singapore
potential for green and lean construction,
reducing the greenhouse gas emission
during fabrication as well as during the
lifetime of a building.

Cost drivers for PPVC are:

pollution impact on the neighbourhood and
environment.
7. Waste and space reduction: Modular
construction cuts net waste in half
compared to conventional construction.
Modules delivered just in time under the
crane hook reduce the requested storage
area for construction material.
8. Sustainability: Nearly 90 % off site
industrialised module production has great

9. Module transport restrictions: Restrictive
road regulations, abnormal load transport
permits and transport restrictions on inner
city sites sets economic site limits. Overall
transport size is restricted to 3.4 metres
wide, 3.2 metres height and 12 metres
length. Maximum weight is 30 to 40 tonnes.
Transport is 20 % of the PPVC cost drivers
tending to increase.
10. Crane size: Above six floors tower cranes
are preferred due to the space needed for
erection. Two types of PPC module system
are in general use. The weight of steel
modular units is between 8 and 20 tonnes
while concrete modular units weigh 25 to
35 tonnes. Concrete modules are often
preferred in residential buildings due to
durability and ease of inspection. Less
carbon intensive module construction will
see more hybrid and light timber modules
because the production of cement accounts
for an estimated 5 % of global
carbon dioxide emission.
Adding to the module
Factory-based concrete
module construction saves
construction time, reduces
environmental impact and
raises quality

Above: Hotel and student apartment towers
are ideal for modular construction, here
carried out by a Potain MR608 with a 32 tonne
lifting capacity up to 22.5 metres radius
weight will be purpose-built self-balancing
lifting frames. These prevent the introduction
of inward forces into the modules and
accommodate the individual centre of gravity
of every module for precise positioning.
For these reasons PPVC projects require
high capacity tower cranes. Experience in
Singapore shows the initial cost and rental
rates of tower cranes above 30 tonnes capacity
is responsible for 15 % of the PPVC project
total. Recent tower crane developments,
however, for the PPVC market will help
contractors to keep crane costs of upcoming

High capacity specially modified saddle jib
cranes are usually used for concrete modules.
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Specially designed self-balancing, lifting frames
allow safe lifting and micro positioning
projects more easily under control.
Projects delivering the greatest cost
savings with the PPVC construction
method are those with the highest level of
repeatability. Examples include student
accommodation, hotels, residential towers
and affordable homes. These are exactly the
type of building for which demand is rising as
a result of the global trend for urbanisation.
PPVC construction can be the solution
where there is a labour shortage, where
traditional construction is expensive and
where there Is a need to build rapidly, due
to extreme housing shortages. Housing is
needed in Australia, France, the UK and the
USA, which recently announced one million
housing units to be built by 2020. Governments
in Australia, Singapore and the UK are making
offsite construction a strategic priority.
Singapore’s Housing and development Board
(HDB) adopted the concrete PPVC method
for 35 % of its projects in 2019. In Australia
the government is seeking to create “twentyminute cities”, so-called because of the travel
distance in which people can fulfil their daily
needs. It will increase the number of highrise residential towers to reduce the carbon

Rail-travelling stiffleg derrick crane placing up
to 82 tonne concrete modules for the famous
Habitat 67 project in Montreal, Canada, in the
1960s

The initial lack of high capacity tower cranes
in Singapore led to the application of mobile
cranes with substantial delay of module
stacking

Specially designed hydraulic spreader beam for
the Habitat 67 project
footprint. Other municipalities around the
world will follow, again boosting the market
for PPVC projects.
Singapore is the biggest testing ground
for modular construction today. Early
experiments elsewhere revealed the
challenge for the lifting equipment. The
12-storey Habitat 67 apartment complex
built for the Expo in Montreal, Canada, in
1967 is a manifestation of the potential of
prefabrication. The 354 concrete modules,
each weighing 80 tonnes, were placed using
a Dominion Bridge rail-travelling, pedestalmounted purpose-built stiffleg derrick crane.
It offered 82 tonnes of capacity at a radius of
30.5 metres and 100 tonnes at 18.2 metres.
To level the concrete modules at each
corner of the square Francon lifting frame,
an individually operated hydraulic jack was
installed at the end of the lifting rope.
Also in 1967, another PPVC project started,
in San Antonio, Texas, where its economical
design and short construction time are
notable. The 22-storey Hilton Palacio de
Rio hotel was completed in just 10 months.
Modular construction cut this two-year job
to nine months. A total of 496 guest room
modules were placed in 46 days using a 300
tonne Manitowoc 4000W ring crane. It had
Lifting up to 35 modules a day at the Hilton
Palacio de Rio project in San Antonio, Texas, USA,
in 1968

In 1972 a lift shaft-mounted roof top jib crane
lifted into place the steel modules of the Tokyo
Capsule Tower
a customised 50 tonne capacity, 82 3 metre
boom with canted top to increase usable load
height. The fully fitted out 35 tonne modules,
including furniture, were lifted into place
within an accuracy of ¾ inch (19 mm) using a
purpose built load spreader with HelicoGuide
counterbalancing. This consisted of a Sikorsky
helicopter tail rotor and 60 hp engine.

Much time for placing the already furnished
modules of the Hilton project was saved by
using the contractor-developed helicoguide
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Kitagawa’s gyro-master controls load rotation
by gyroscopic moments
Instead of the planed 10 complete rooms
a day, builders ended up lifting in 35 modules
a day, illustrating the value of having the
right lifting device to achieve full benefit from
modular construction.
On today’s PPVC projects a twisting module
is usually put into the right orientation by
people pulling on taglines. It is an inefficient
approach needing too much manpower and
can be dangerous. Instead of taglines like
the Helicoguide of old, an all new suspension
device using gyroscopes can be used. Several
products using gyros to control load rotation
and eliminate taglines have been launched in
the last couple of years. Japanese tower crane
manufacturer Kitagawa has one called Gyromaster. The modular Everest series selfcontained spreader developed by the Verton
Group in Australia uses a remotely operated
variable effort rotator to control suspended
loads up to 1,500 tonnes.
Remote control helps improve safety by

removing riggers from the lifting zone. Cycle
time is reduced by as much as 25 % and
fewer riggers are needed on site.
Kitagawa offers units up to 75
tonnes capacity and there are
already units in used in Japan up to
125 tonnes. This equipment should
be used with a self-balancing lifting
frame to minimise time attaching
the load and exact positioning. Such
a lifting collar frame can also offer
multiple slinging points to cope with the
module’s structural integrity. It also means no
need for a Christmas tree-like arrangement
of lifting beams increasing the required head
height of the crane.

Bolted building
An idea behind Tokyo’s Nakagin Capsule
Tower of 1972 was that each of the one-room
pods, 2.5 x 2.5 x 4 metres and bolted using
four high-tension bolts to the lift core, could
be replaced any time without disrupting the
rest of the building. Modules were intended
for replacement every 25 years which gave
the flexible structure a life expectancy of 200
years. Unfortunately, no lifting device was
developed to insert the capsules so only the
top capsules can be removed. Replacing a
lower one requires removing all above it.

Verton is developing a modular,
remotely operated, Everest 30 certified
self-contained lifting spreader with
integrated gyroscopic module. It will
be used in Singapore to control
PPVC modules without then
needing tag lines
Moving up to date, the hot
spot for PPVC projects has
been Singapore since 2016.
It was driven by an ambitious
government roadmap to improve construction
industry productivity. Initially the light weight
modules could be handled by 300 tonnemetre class tower cranes. Module weight has
increased dramatically in the last three years
to reduce cost and raise productivity.
It has severely impacted tower crane size

»

Luffers like the all new Yongmao STL1400A with
34 tonne lifting capacity at 36 metre radius
cope with very restricted PPVC site conditions
Above: Liebherr 1000EC-H 40 with reduced
counter jib and jib already suitable for PPVC in
standard version

Wherever possible flat top cranes like these
Yongmao STT1330s are used to allow low height
jib oversailing of nearby cranes

First of the all-new Yongmao STT983-50t
customised for PPVC work
Monitoring
is essential
for accurate
module
placement, as
demonstrated
by Krøll’s 40
tonne K1000
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J1400
Max. Load: 64t

Simply excellent cranes
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